Golf Impact Screen Care & Use

Make sure you are using the correct side! Your new impact screen has a front and a back, and only the front is rated to withstand the impact of real golf balls. The impact side will always be folded or rolled facing in to protect the front. The back will be facing out. See our site or contact us for more information if you have any questions.

Tips:

- Hang the screen just flat enough to remove most folds and wrinkles but loose enough to absorb ball strikes. You may want to experiment with varying levels of tension to find the right balance where the screen lays flat but doesn’t cause balls to bounce back too fast.
- If you have a screen with finished edges, avoid hanging the screen where balls can strike the grommets directly, as this could damage the edging. Keep the bottom of the screen as close to the floor as possible and/or keep all edges protected from direct strikes from the golf ball.
- We highly recommend using new golf balls that are free from any scuffs or permanent marker to maximize the life of your screen.
- Remember that impact screens are “wearable” products, and depending on the individual use, they may start showing wear immediately after first use. This is normal. All our impact screens, however, should withstand several thousands of strikes from even the best golfers.

Safety Tips: Please make sure to take proper safety precautions and keep children, pets, and spectators out of swing range. Additionally, take every precaution to protect ceilings, walls, windows, cars, and neighboring homes. Carl’s Place is not responsible for damage to property and/or personal injury.
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